
Matt Devine - newly qualified (NQ) at Barlow Robbins LLP
I studied history at university before finding my way to Barlow Robbins. I had, however, imagined I would end up in 
the law before starting my degree and so I started applying for vacation schemes whilst at university. I undertook work 
experience at a mixture of regional and city firms and this gave me a better idea of the type of firm where I would like 
to work: a mid-size regional firm that offers training opportunities in a broad variety 
of practice areas. 

Having joined Barlow Robbins in September 2015 as a trainee, my training contract 
comprised seats in the firm’s Company Commercial, Dispute Resolution, Employment 
and Commercial Property departments.  I certainly felt like I learnt a lot during this 
period, primarily due to the degree of responsibility I was given.  As a first seat 
trainee, I certainly did not expect to be creating the first drafts of documents, having 
meetings by myself with clients, and agreeing ancillary documents with the other 
side.  

For the final three months of my training contract I returned to the Company 
Commercial department, into which I have since qualified.  Whilst here, I have worked 
on deals involving Premier League football clubs and global healthcare providers, 
giving an idea of some of the clients we work with.  Moreover, it is telling that the 
other side’s solicitors are regularly national or city firms.  

My work is generally corporate in nature, but a sizable minority is comprised 
of commercial work.  Within the corporate sphere, I will run smaller transactions, which will see me producing the 
substantive transaction documents and being the client’s primary point of contact.  On more substantial transactions, 
we will work as a team to produce all the relevant documents which can, on occasion, number well over fifty.  Even then, 
however, I will still be afforded a great degree of responsibility and freedom to contact the client and other side and 
progress the matter as I consider sensible.  Regarding commercial work, I have drafted privacy policies for an online 
artificial intelligence robot, created non-disclosure agreements and reviewed and amended various companies’ standard 
terms and conditions. 

As an NQ, I continue to find it very easy to ask questions of senior colleagues in my team.  This helps a great deal as you 
do not feel too closely supervised, but, equally, you know you can ask for others’ advice when needs be.  This freedom to 
ask questions is supplemented by a willingness to let me attend training courses to help me develop my understanding.  

More generally, the firm has been a nice and welcoming place. For instance, I was invited to the Christmas and summer 
parties before I joined. There are also CSR and social committees, which everyone is welcome to be a part of. In a 
business capacity, I am involved and invited to various networking events, which have included go-karting and rugby at 
Twickenham.  For my own part, I have also organised and captained Barlow Robbins’ cricket team for the past two years 
and look forward to doing that in the future.  

Throughout my time here the working culture has been very good and, with the exception of a few late nights, I have 
usually been out of the office by 6.  Coupled with the quality of work, the working culture has made Barlow Robbins an 
enjoyable and rewarding place to work, which I can happily recommend to any aspiring solicitors. 


